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A GOLDSTEIN'S TYPE PROJECTION METHOD FOR A CLASSOF VARIANT VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES�1)Bing-sheng He(Department of Mathematis, Nanjing University, Nanjing 210008, China)AbstratSome optimization problems in mathematial programming an be trans-lated to a variant variational inequality of the following form: Find a vetoru�, suh thatQ(u�) 2 
; �v �Q(u�)�Tu� � 0; 8v 2 
:This paper presents a simple iterative method for solving this lass of vari-ational inequalities. The method an be viewed as an extension of theGoldstein's projetion method. Some results of preliminary numerial ex-periments are given to indiate its appliations.Key words: Variational inequality, Goldstein projetion method.1. IntrodutionThe lassial variational inequality (VI) is to determine a vetor u in a losed onvexsubset 
 of the n-dimentional Euleaden spae Rn suh that(v � u)TF (u) � 0; 8v 2 
; (1)where F is a mapping from Rn into itself. Let � > 0, sine the early work of Eaves[3℄, it has been known that the variational inequality problem (VI) is equivalent to aprojetion equation u = P
[u� �F (u)℄;where P
(�) denotes the orthogonal projetion map on 
. In other words, to solve (VI)is equivalent to �nding a zero point of the residue funtione(u; �) := u� P
[u� �F (u)℄:� Reeived July 12, 1996.1)This Projet Supported by NSFC 19671041 and the Natural Siene Foundation of ProvineJiangsu of China.



426 B.S HEAmong the existing methods (e.g., see [5{11,16,18{20℄) for nonlinear variational in-equality problems, the simplest is the Goldstein's projetion method [6℄ whih, startingwith any u0 2 Rn, iteratively updates uk+1 aording to the formulauk+1 = P
[uk � �kF (uk)℄; (2)where �k is a hosen positive stepsize. In ontrast with Douglas{Rahford operatorsplitting method [2,12,13℄ for (VI), this projetion method an be viewed as a simpleexpliit method, beause uk+1 ours only on the left-hand side of the equation in (2).Its onvergene results an be found in [1,4℄ and [6℄.In this paper, however, we onsider a lass of variant variational inequalities (VI)v :Find an u, suh thatQ(u) 2 
; (v �Q(u))Tu � 0; 8v 2 
; (3)where Q(u) : Rn ! Rn is a funtion and 
 � Rn is a losed onvex set. The existeneresults on suh a problem have been investigated reently by Pang and Yao [17℄.There are some methods in literature ([12,14{16℄), whih an be used for solving(VI)v . However, our interest in this paper is to develop the simplest method{Goldstein'stype projetion method for solving the variant problem (3). Throughout this paper weassume that the solution set of (VI)v, denoted by S�, is nonempty and the projetionon 
 is simple to arry out. The Euliden norm in this paper will be denoted by k � k.2. Motivation and the MethodAs the lassial variational inequality is equivalent tou = P
[u� �F (u)℄with a � > 0, it is easy to prove that the variant variational inequality (3) is equivalentto the following projetion equation (PE)Q(u) = P
[Q(u)� �u℄: (4)Let r(u; �) := 1� (Q(u)� P
[Q(u)� �u℄) (5)denote the saled residue of the (PE). Then we haveu 2 S� () r(u; �) = 0:This tells us that to solve the variant variational inequality is equivalent to �nding azero point of r(u; �). Note that the Goldstein's projetion sheme (2) for (VI) an beviewed as uk+1 = uk � e(uk; �k): (6)


